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Abstract
Experts have been increasingly using social media platforms to communicate with their
communities and the wider public, prompted by both the need to acquire and disseminate
knowledge and to demonstrate impact and public engagement. Whilst scientists have moved
on from the understanding of the public as having a cognitive deficit (a deficit top-down model
of communication) and developed an engagement model, economists are still in the dark age
of a deficit model and show both less engagement with the public/fail to make their expert
knowledge relevant to them. This hampers the public’s understanding of economic knowledge
and contributes to the wider current discontent with expert knowledge (“enough of experts”).
In this paper we compare economists to scientists, gathering data from the Twitter accounts of
both the top 25 economists and 25 scientists, who account for the lion’s share of the Twitter
following, collecting a total of 133,692 tweets written between December 2008 and March
2019. Using both network and language analysis to explore the audience and the style of
communication, this study finds that although both groups communicate with people outside
their respective professions, economists tweet less, mention fewer people and have fewer
Twitter conversations with members of the public than scientists. The language analysis of the
differences in communicative style finds that in contrast to economists, scientists use a more
informal and involved style as exemplified by the frequent use of 2nd person pronouns,
discourse and politeness markers as well as various forms of evaluative and emotive lexis –
features that are almost absent from economists tweets. Also, scientists engage the wider
audiences through posting interactive and multimedia contents to be watched and listened to,
while economists tend to favor traditional written media to be read such as books and papers.
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1. Introduction
Communication of expert knowledge to a lay audience has been high on the agenda since
the end of World War II (Stilgoe, Lock, and Wilsdon 2014). Since then, we have witnessed
seven decades of exponential growth in science and technology fundamentally changing our
lives at a very fast pace. Never before have science, technology and other branches of
knowledge played such a significant role in everyday life and there has never been a greater
interest in scientific matters by lay audiences. Yet, the relationship between experts and the
wider society is often far from cordial and the ways in which experts communicate tend to
cause more distrust and confusion rather than trust and understanding. The rejection of
expertise, which in the context of the UK culminated in Michael Gove’s public outcry that
Britons “have had enough of experts” is a telling reflection of this wider public mistrust towards
experts and expertise. This attitude has only partially to do with the complexity of the issues
with which experts engage. It is due rather to the perception of the competency of the lay person
that experts often hold, specifically the notion that a lay person operates within a cognitive
deficit and does not know enough about, for example, science or finance to comprehend what
experts do (Irwin and Wynne, 1996; Poon and Olen 2015). Some of the communication fiascos
of the 1990s including the BSE crisis, GM food and vaccinations have shown the inefficiency
and sometimes disastrous consequences of this one-way and top-down model of
communication.
Since then, a new model of science communication was encouraged based on a two-way
engagement with the public. Initiatives such as citizen science and interactive broadcasting
programmes are some of the notable examples. Scientists seem to have also realised the
potential of social media for engaging the public and use social media platforms, specifically
Twitter quite extensively (Walter et al., 2019; Walter et al., 2017; Scheufele, 2014; van
Noorden, 2014; Lupton, 2014; Darling et al., 2013; Shiffman, 2012). Other disciplines, apart
from researchers in digital humanities, seem to lag behind these developments and could
possibly learn something from the communicative practices emerging from scientists’ Twitter
accounts. Economics and economic expertise are here paramount examples (Holmberg and
Thelwall, 2014). Despite the fact that economic and financial matters affect people’s everyday
life and that “Economics is everywhere” (Tirole, 2017: 453) as the Nobel Prize winner Jean
Tirole recently proclaimed, it has only been a short while ago that economists began to consider
ways in which to communicate their discipline to the general public, having realised that the
public perception of the subject matter is quite different from the views of economists leading
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to a number of misconceptions and mutual distrust (Holmberg and Thelwall, 2014; ING-EN,
2017; Bandiera, 2018). Identifying useful lessons in engagement from comparing the
communication styles of scientists and economists can offer relevant insights into ways in
which economists and potentially other experts could improve their communication style to
engage more with the public and contribute to a better understanding of expert knowledge in
society. To this end, this study explores the communicative style of the 25 most followed
scientists on Twitter and compares it to that of the 25 most followed economists, who together
account for the vast majority of the following (compared to others listed as lower ranking) and
specifically 25,681,691 followers for scientists and 7,063,217 followers for economists. The
choice of the 25 most followed scientists ensures a focus on the group of scientists who have a
wider reach and resonance within the Twitter communities and hence can be regarded as model
science communicators on social media (Côté and Darling 2018).
Previous research on the use of social media platforms by scientists was primarily concerned
with specific topics such as climate change and with whom scientists communicate on these
topics (networks) (e.g. Jahnng and Lee, 2018; Walter et al. 2019;). Given that a topic,
specifically a controversial issue, can have a considerable effect on the way in which people
communicate, the results cannot be generalised to other topics and tell us little overall about
the general patterns of science communication on Twitter. To fill this gap, our study
investigates the communication style of the most followed scientists and includes a variety of
topics that they communicate to their Twitter audiences.
Following the sociolinguistic conceptualisation of communicative style (Coupland, 2007),
we understand it as a way of talking and a communicative repertoire comprising of distinctive
linguistic (lexical and grammatical) features and paralinguistic resources (e.g. articulation).
These features, all put together can indicate the level of formality (non-involved style) vs
informality (involved style). Essentially, the formal style, which is by many regarded the
typical dense style of written expert communication, includes references to specialist
vocabulary (expert jargon), nominalisations (condensing information in nouns and noun
phrases), complex words, passive and long sentences with subordinate clauses and fewer or no
emotive lexis (Biber and Conrad 2009). In contrast, the involved style is typical of informal
conversations and consists of features such as the use of personal pronouns, discourse markers
(yeah, like, you know), intensifiers (extremely, absolutely), downtowners (pretty, kind of),
emotive and evaluative lexis (crazy, terrible) as well as swear and slang words to name the
most prominent ones (Biber and Conrad 2009).
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Although Twitter was initially conceived as a microblogging platform for information
exchange and thus promotes the writing of short posts in journalistic and a more formal style,
its technical affordances including replies, the ‘like’ button, mentions and as well as the
opportunity to use multimodal resources (emojis, videos, etc) encourage a more conversational
and thus informal style of communication. We therefore hypothesise that the scientists will
capitalise on these affordances and use a more informal and involved style, whereas the
economists will adopt a more formal and less involved style. We will test the hypothesis by
exploring features of formality and informality (involvement) in the top 100 keywords and key
terms used by both groups of experts. Keywords and key terms are words and combinations of
words that are distinctive of and routinely used in a given set of textual data as compared to a
larger reference corpus. They are considered useful indicators of topics and style (e.g.
Charteris-Black, 2012; Baker 2017). Studying keywords and key terms allows us therefore to
reveal not only what the most followed scientists and economists communicate about, but more
importantly how they do it, revealing features of their communicative styles. This is important
because the difficulty in understanding or not understanding a complex matter is not inherent
in the content but more often in the ways in which contents are communicated. Using a more
involved style to communicate complex matters can help audiences to understand them, while
a formal and dense style of communication can impede comprehension.
Because the notion of style depends very much on the context of situation and who
communicates with whom, we also undertake a network analysis to reveal the extent to which
scientists and economists engage with the public at large, and a basic sentiment analysis. This
is be supported by the analysis of mentions which are regarded as conversational tools and
useful indicators of engagement and collaboration (Moulaison and Burns, 2012). Research has
shown that tweets with mentions are more likely to receive a public response (Honeycutt and
Herring, 2009). Investigating the number of mentions and who is mentioned by the two groups
of experts can therefore reveal with whom scientists and economists engage on Twitter and the
extent of their reach to the public.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 offers an overview of the
recent studies concerned with the ways in which experts, most notably scientists use social
media and specifically Twitter and what kind of affordances this medium presents for a better
public understanding of science and other branches of expert knowledge. Section 3 outlines the
methodological procedures used in the present study, while Section 4 discusses and compares
the results of network analysis and provides insights into the communicative styles of both
groups of experts. We conclude the paper with observations regarding a successful
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communication and outreach on social media and indicate lessons that economists and other
groups of experts could possibly learn from the scientists’ communicative style.

2. Expert communication on Twitter
Ever since the late 1990s, scientists have begun participating in more interactive forms of
communication with the view to engage the public. Interactive science programmes began to
appear on public and private broadcasting channels (examples from the BBC include People
of Science or Wonders of the Universe) and prominent scientists have been regular speakers on
TED talks since its inception (Davies and Horst 2016). Initiatives such as citizen science have
been launched to increase the participation of non-scientists in science and to produce scientific
research which responds to the needs and concerns of the public (Bonney et al., 2014).
Moreover, communication is an important subject on many scientific degree programmes and
science students receive training in how to communicate scientific subject matters to wider
audiences including postgraduate university degree programmes in science communication
(Mellor 2013). It was also for scientists to realise the potential of social media platforms to
communicate with peers and others. While for most experts, specifically academic experts,
media and social media are still “not a natural habitat” (Tirole, 2017: 72), scientists use social
media actively, Twitter in particular, to communicate science to other scientists and members
of the public (Walter et al. 2019; López-Goñi and Sánchez-Angulo, 2018).
Twitter is a microblogging social media platform where users can post short texts (up to 280
characters in length) for viewing by other users. Although initially conceived as a tool of
information exchange, Twitter became quickly a conversational platform afforded by technical
devices such as replies, retweets, the like button, hashtags and mentions, all of each foster
interactivity, engagement and the creation of affiliations in the Twittersphere (e.g. boyd, 2011;
Zappavigna, 2014). Both the information exchange and the interactional aspects have made
Twitter the most popular tool used by scientists and other academic experts (Lupton, 2014).
They value Twitter as a source of academic benefits helping them to keep abreast with the
developments in their fields (e.g. conference tweeting), grant opportunities and new policies.
Research shows that Twitter can assist scientists in the life cycle of a publication; the
connectivity with peers offers opportunities for finding collaborators, brainstorming ideas and
receiving feedback (e.g. Bonetta, 2009). Once a publication is completed and in press, it can
quickly be disseminated to peers and other non-academic users thus increasing the user’s in5

reach and academic status. There is some evidence to suggest that papers which are tweeted
about receive more citations that the non-tweeted ones. Hence, tweeting can increase the
‘value’ of the publication, which in turn can lead to some quantifiable academic ‘returns’
(Peoples et al., 2016).
While in-reach is the key activity of scientists who tweet, scientists do not only communicate
with peers. Côté and Darling (2018) have shown that for scientists with larger groups of
followers (more than ∼1000), 40% of the followers were representatives of the public, media,
applied organizations, outreach groups and decision-makers. The authors concluded that as the
number of followers increase, so does the number of users who represent non-academic
audiences. Thus, having more followers increases the diversity of audiences and reach of
scientific messages. This also suggests that tweeting practices of the most followed scientists
can be regarded, in some ways, as models of engagement.
Exploring tweeting practices of scientists on the topic of climate change, Walter et al. (2019)
found out that scientists develop a distinctive style of communication on Twitter, which is
different from ‘pure’ scientific talk and adjust their language to different audiences. This
suggests that scientists exploit the medium and its affordances to foster a more strategic
communication (ibid) and this can lead to a better engagement with scientific knowledge
outside the scientific community and a better public understanding of science. Yet, the analysis
of language is based only on a sentiment analysis. While this kind of analysis can offer some
general insights into the positivity or negativity of a message ( as we will show below), it does
not reveal any other dimensions of language use and tells us little about the communicative
style of expert communication.
Turning to economics and economists, research concerned with the communicative style of
economists suggest that they display a higher degree of assertiveness, formality and a sense of
superiority, which are linked to the higher remunerations, insularity and hierarchy that exist in
the discipline relative to the other branches of sciences and social sciences (Ollion and Algan
(2015). Some argue that this has to do with the unrealistic model of human beings as cold
calculating machines which largely prevails the thinking in the discipline, contributing to its
inability to produce realistic and useful models, also of communication (Bowles and Gintis,
1993; Nelson, 1995; Tahler, 2000). More recently, arguments about arrogance have featured
in parallel discussions about the way in which economists and the discipline itself are perceived
by the public and by potential undergraduate recruits (Carwford et al, 2018; Tonin and Wahba,
2015; Emerson et al, 2012; Dynan and Rouse, 1997). The lack of engagement with the public
at large and the somewhat distanced style of communication is problematic because it excludes
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the public from relevant economic knowledge and contributes to the wider and current
discontent with expert knowledge (“enough of experts”).
Assuming that scientists with large follow-ships can be regarded as model expert
communicators on Twitter, we investigate in more detail their networks and communicative
style to reveal with whom they communicate and more importantly, how they do it. Revealing
the how of communication will allow us to reveal some of the good communicative practices
on communicating expert knowledge to wider audiences. Subsequently, we compare the
scientists with a group of the most followed economists to identify similarities and differences
in their networks and communicative styles. Finally, we indicate examples of ‘lessons’ that
economists as well as other groups of experts could learn from scientists’ communicative style.
The specific research questions that this study addresses are:
1) Who do the most followed 25 scientists and economists communicate with?
2) Is there evidence to suggest that the scientists engage more with users who are members
of the public?
3) Do scientists use a more informal and involved style of communication as compared to
the economists and if yes what are the specific language features that they routinely
adopt?
3. Methodology
This section outlines the methodological steps that were undertaken to answer the above
research questions. Based on the number of followers on Twitter, tweets by the top 25
scientists, (obtained by taking 25 top living scientists from Science magazine list published in
2014) and top 25 economists (from the IDEAS list which is updated daily, we have taken the
list on the 6th of April 2017) were gathered into two datasets, from which only tweets containing
mentions were extracted for the network. Tweets that were retweets were disregarded, as were
loops, i.e., when a Twitter user mentioned themselves in a tweet. Our criterion for data
collection was to select the last 3240 tweets1 from each person on the list (economists' tweets
ranged from 02/11/2009 to 07/03/2019, the scientists' tweets from 09/12/2008 to 07/03/2019).
Table 1 shows the number of tweets by the top 25 scientists and top 25 economists, with tweets
containing mentions (disregarding retweets and loops).

1

This limit is imposed by Twitter API.
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Table 1: Tweets (excl. retweets)
Dataset

#tweets excl. RT

#words

#mentions

#users mentioned

#photos

Scientists

53,314

1,078,188

40,652

16,965

4247

Economists

42,736

1,252,649

26,871

8,946

4015

From the collected tweets containing mentions, we created two evolving social networks,
one for each set. Each network (a directed multigraph) contained a set of vertices (Twitter IDs)
and directed edges between them were created using a following rule: for each mention of B
by A in a tweet in that week, a time-stamped, directed edge from A to B was created, therefore
allowing for multiple edges between two individuals. One tweet could be used to create several
edges, if it contained several mentions. If it did not contain any mentions, a tweet was ignored.
The in-degree of a node v simply counts how many other users have mentioned a user v in that
week, while the out-degree counts how many other users were mentioned by a user v over the
whole period. The sum of in- and out-degree is called degree. For each network, we denote 25
starting (top) Twitter IDs as super-users. Other nodes in the network have only incoming edges
(as our analysis stops with the tweets of super-users), and therefore their out-degree is 0. In the
subsequent step, we extract and analyse the mentions that occur in tweets produced by both
group of experts to shed light on the identities of those who they mention and hence engage in
conversations with. The network analysis as well as the analysis of mentions will provide
answers to our research questions 1 and 2. To assess the difference in sentiment between the
two groups, we also ran all the tweets through Sentistrength (Telwall et al, 2012), an open
source software that detects the sentiment of some given text, and then assigns it a positive and
negative score: 1 to 5 for positive and -1 to -5 for negative.
In order to examine the communicative style adopted by the two groups of experts, two
corpora composed of their Twitter posts (just the texts) were created and uploaded onto Sketch
Engine – a linguistic software programme (Kilgarriff et al., 2004). This programme allows a
number of comparisons to be drawn between the two data sets in order to analyse differences
(or similarities) in language as used by the economists vs. the scientists. One of the useful tools
that is available on Sketch Engine is that of keywords and key terms. Keywords and key terms
are words and terms that occur significantly more often in one data set as compared to another,
mostly a large and representative reference corpus. Keywords and key terms retrieved in this
way are seen as useful indicators of the thematic ‘aboutness’ of a corpus and highlight lexical
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items that are distinctive to the data set under investigation. Comparing keywords and key
terms in the corpora of tweets produced by both groups of experts can therefore reveal the
lexico-grammatical specificity of language that they use and highlight features of their
communicative styles.
We retrieved key words and key terms from both data sets using English Web 2015 as a
reference corpus. This corpus is a compilation of texts sourced from the Internet and contains
15 billion words. It is a robust and representative corpus of the language found on English
websites and hence a useful comparator, since the language that we study is an example of web
language. Sketch Engine identifies keywords and key terms using a normalised frequency ratio
‘word W is N times as frequent in corpus X versus corpus Y’ with a simple math parameter
added to account for the zero problem in divisions (Kilgarriff, 2005). While other keyword
extractors use significance testing as a measure of keyness, Kilgarriff (2005) argues that this is
problematic in language analysis because all it does is to disprove the null hypothesis - that
language is random, which is not. Using the tool, we retrieved the top 100 keywords and key
terms from both data sets. Subsequently, the retrieved keywords and key terms were manually
classified into a formal or informal marker based on the features summarised in Table 2. In
order to ensure that keywords and key terms were classified into the adequate category, the
meanings of the words and terms were checked in context, that is, in their original tweets to
avoid ambiguities. For example, the word cool was placed into the category emotive/evaluative
lexis because in most of the instances of its use it was an evaluator and not a descriptor of
temperature.
Table 2: Features of formal vs informal style
Formal
Informal
domain-specific names
discourse markers and forms of address
domain-specific terminology
politeness markers
domain-specific abbreviations personal pronouns
emotive/evaluative lexis
While domain-specific lexis requires prior knowledge of the field to be comprehend and
adds to the exclusivity of ‘talk’, discourse markers (yeah, oh, so), forms of address (hello, hi),
politeness markers (thanks, sorry), the use of emotive and evaluative lexis, and personal
pronouns are features of involvement that can foster engagement. The next section presents
and discusses the main findings of this study.
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4. Results
4.1 Who do scientists and economists communicate with?
We report the degree distribution of economists and scientists mentions networks in Table
3. Top tweeting scientists interact with more people than top economists (higher number of
nodes in a network) and have also more communications in total (higher number of edges). On
the other hand, more mentions were observed for a top ‘mentioning’ economist than for a top
‘scientist’.
Table 3: Basic statistics for two mentions networks
Network

No of
nodes

No. of
edges

Economists
Scientists

8971
16990

26871
40652

Avg
degree

5.99
4.79

Max degree

4663
3562

The social signatures (that is the ratio of mentions related to different individuals each superuser is interacting with) for both groups are given in Error! Reference source not found..
While both groups have similar social signatures, at the top of ranks economists differ, having
‘conversations’ (i.e. mentioning) more often with the same people. As this can be an artifact of
choosing one discipline (Economics) and more different disciplines (Science), we also explore
the individual social signatures in both groups in more details, using the methods described in
Saramäki et al. (2014). Social signatures are constructed for each superuser by counting the
number of mentions to other people, ranking the mentioned people based on this number, and
then calculating the fraction of mentions to the people of each rank. This can be seen on the
right panel of Figure 1. On average, across their whole cohort, a fraction of mentions for the
most mentioned people is higher for economists.

Figure 1:Social signatures
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Figure 2: On x axis the total number of mentions, on y axis the number of different
individuals that were mentioned. Economists are blue dots and Scientists are red crosses.
For each super-user we also look at the ratio of followers (IDs that follow that super-user) and
‘friends’ (IDs that the super-user follows). As the super-users in our sets can be seen as
‘celebrities’ (for Economists and Scientists respectively, the maximum number of friends is
~85k and ~7k and the maximum number of followers is ~4.5M and 13M) in accordance with
Saito and Masuda (2014) they can be seen as ‘Type 1’ users – users with large following, a
small number of friends, and large centrality (measure of importance or involvement in the
network). The suggestion by Westerman et al (2012) that the number of friends should match
in magnitude the number of followers in order to be perceived as an expert do not apply to
super-users with huge following, as it is physically not possible for humans to meaningfully
follow huge numbers of accounts. Looking at the scatter plot of the ratio of followers/friends
(Figure 3, log y scale is used because of range) shows similar behaviour for both sets.

Figure 3: Followers/Friends ratio for super-users in both sets

Mentions
Mentions are a useful way to establish the points of reference of users, and of course we expect
to see a difference between the two groups regarding top mentioned accounts. One interesting
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aspect of this difference, however, is that scientists mention more videos than economists:
while for Scientists YouTube is in the top 7, for Economists it does not make it to the top 20
(see Table 4). The snapshots of two mentions networks are given on Figure 4 (Economists) and
on Figure 5 (Scientists). We included only the users that were mentioned at least 20 times
across the whole period. The size of nodes corresponds to their Pagerank index (a measure of
centrality, bigger the node, larger the Pagerank2 index). The darker blue of nodes denotes
higher normalised Authority3 index. The thickness of links is proportional to the number of
mentions. While the economists’ network is much more spread out and tree-like (super-users
frequently’ mentioned alters are not overlapping much), the scientists’ network is more
compact, with more connections across different neighbourhoods.
Sentiment
Sentistrength scores on tweets were used to create an average positive and negative
sentiment score for each super-user by calculating the means of these two scores. A t-test for
means of two independent samples from descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation)
shows that Economists’ positive sentiment mean of 1.3513 was significantly lower than
Scientists’ mean of 1.5516 (test statistic= -4.6966, p= 2.2470e-05). Economists' mean for
negative sentiment score was slightly higher, but not significantly (-1.4080 vs -1.4208, test
statistic= 0.2528, p=0.8015). It was noted in (Charlton et al, 2016) that on average top
broadcasters (people with largest outreach) send positive sentiment messages more often, and
negative sentiment messages less often. In addition, when they use positive sentiment, it tends
to be stronger, so this could be a potential area of concern for economists.
Table 4: The top 20 mentions
No of mentions Economists

No of mentions Scientists

528

Great Economists by @lindayueh

215

StarTalk

336

Financial Times'

215

Robin Ince

242

Donald J. Trump

190

UC Davis

2

PageRank is a centrality index, one of the main concepts of Google search (Page et al., 1999). The main idea of this
centrality measure is that the centrality of a node depends not only on the number, but also on the centrality of nodes
connected to it, forming a feedback on the network.
3 Based on HITS algorithm (Kleinberg, 1999), authority is a centrality measure that assigns a higher value to a node that is
mentioned by many different nodes that mention others a lot so having outgoing high centrality, or in lay terms, a hub is a
node that points out to many other nodes, and an authority is a node that is pointed by many different hubs)
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195

Cass Sunstein

175

Richard Dawkins

130

Ivan Aguilar

154

The New York Times

112

Project Syndicate

117

YouTube

104

Jordi

115

Neil deGrasse Tyson

103

Pilar Carracelas 🐐

107

Anne Cooke

96

The New York Times

105

The New Yorker

95

Salvador Cardús Ros

96

STAT

94

The Washington Post

95

Donald J. Trump

85

Jason Furman

89

Duncan Double

74

Noah Smith 🐇

87

NEJM

70

Paul Krugman

85

The Boston Globe

69

The Wall Street Journal

81

Sam Harris

67

((( David Romà )))

79

BBC Radio 4

67

Rethinking Economics

79

Hay Festival

60

Ciudadanos #$

76

EBM DataLab

59

Bloomberg TV

73

nature

57

UDD

70

Udacity
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Figure 4: Economists - mention network with accounts that were mentioned more than 20
times.

Figure 5: Scientists - mention network with accounts that were mentioned more than 20 times
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4. How do scientists and economists communicate?
Table 5 shows the top 100 keywords used in the scientists and economists’ tweets. These
were classified into the main categories of formality vs. informality.
Table 5: The top 100 keywords
Scientists

Economists

domain specific names,
titles, abbreviations and
terminology

universe, science, brain, maths, moon,
genome, earth, cancer, scientist,
phylogenomics, quantum, planet,
physics, NASA, climate, space,
medicine, phylogenomic, genomic, AI,
Mars, Pinker, mental, microbiome,
Cox, Kaku, Einstein, galaxy, evolution,
cosmic, Dr.

discourse markers and
forms of address
politeness markers
personal pronouns
emotive/evaluative
lexis

yeah, hey, yup

Ricciardi, behaviour, investor, Harvey,
Victor, economists, GDP, nudge,
investing, financial, finance,
capitalism, fiscal, debt, poverty, AI,
capital, macro, Euro, infrastructure,
trade, Marx, Obamacare, tax, policy,
govt, biases, Summers, Eurozone,
recession, Krugman, theory, Prof.,
econ, investor, economic, wage,
money, deficit, money,
hi

other

thank, congrats, sorry
my, you, we
wow, amazing, interesting, fun,
excellent, fascinating, glad, awesome,
nice, happy, fantastic, ok, lovely, great,
favourite, wonderful, cool, brilliant
tweet, Twitter, tonight, today, video,
interview, blog, podcast, online, email,
Obama, google, article, read, piece,
book, photo, Brexit, lecture, Islam,
talk, news, tomorrow, datum, vote,
human, post, GOP, Muslim, Trump,
app, story, youtube, BBC, Internet,
review, pm, watch, conversion,
religion, atheists, kid, Facebook,
Harvard

thank
interesting

Trump, GOP, Brexit, EU, pdf, blog,
downloadable, Venezuela, global,
tweet, interview, Clinton, China,
Twitter, Chile, book, India, podcast,
Obama, today, UK, read, Donald, pm,
FT, file, links, review, expert, debate,
Potus, post, Columbia, overview,
column, vote, news, USA, retirement,
president, NYT, voter, article, Nobel,
robot, links, chapter, paper, thread,

Table 2 shows that both group of experts use frequently domain-specific names and
terminology which points to a more formal and exclusive style of communication. Yet, when
examining and categorizing the words into the specified categories, it was observed that the
scientists offset the formal style by using features associated with informality and involvement
and thus rendering their language more accessible. Scientists’ tweets appear to use frequently
evaluative and positive language often indicating excitement and enthusiasm; words such as
amazing, fantastic, awesome, fascinating occur regularly in scientists’ tweets. This tendency is
absent from economists’ keywords suggesting that economists might abstain from using
positive evaluation. The only positive evaluator found in the top 100 keywords in the
economists’ tweets was interesting, which indicates a moderate or even distanced evaluation.
Examples of tweets below are indicative of the differences in styles:
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Scientists’ tweets:
1. This is amazing and awesome: Tesla launch $3,000 battery that will let households run
entirely on solar
2. The fascinating crosstalk between stem and immune cells: it "takes 2 to tango"
3. Wow! Very dramatic. The crescent Moon was lovely last night.
4. Thank you :-) Perspective is always valuable
Economists’ tweets:
5. Interesting World Bank paper on the challenge of skewed distribution of global talent
6. This is a chart of Q1 tax revenues (personal+corp+payroll) by fiscal year. Not adjusted
for inflation
7. "Risk Management Optimization for Sovereign Debt Restructuring", by Andrea
Consiglio and @StavrosZenios …..
8. Even as ordinary labor and capital get lower returns, the owners of a third factor, G, are
getting superstar returns.
Also, scientists’ tweets show several other informal features such as the use of politeness
markers and personal pronouns amongst the top keywords, which point to a more interactive
style of their Twitter communication. In contrast to economists, who show fewer of these
devices, scientists seem to try and engage in conversations and acknowledge others as opposed
to just imparting information. The category ‘other’ too reveals some interesting trends
regarding the communicative style of both expert groups. Amongst the top 100 keywords in
scientists’ emails, we find many items that point to different digital (e.g. podcast, Facebook,
YouTube, blog, app) and public media (BBC). What the top scientists often do is to provide
links to contents that impart information in multimodal and interactional ways, for example,
through videos and audios. While they too share contents available in a more traditional
medium (e.g. book, article), they also try to encourage audiences to watch and listen (watch,
talk, conversation, interview, lecture). The economists seem to be more preoccupied with
sharing information from traditional media (e.g. pdf, column, review, book, article, overview).
In short, they mostly want their audiences to read ‘stuff’ from written sources including
newspapers (FT, NYT). In terms of similarities, there are two themes on which both groups
seem to converge: the engagement with political matters and AI.
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The differences are confirmed when looking at the top 100 key terms that were extracted
from both data sets using English Web 2015 as a reference corpus. As the lists in Table 6
shows, while both groups of experts use domain-specific names and terminology, economists’
tweets employ more terminology and also more proper names, mostly names of important
economists who, however, might not be well known to the general public. Conversely,
scientists intersperse factual tweets with tweets that are much more personal and engaging in
style. They evaluate (most positively) contributions from other Twitter users and
Table 6: The top 100 key terms
Scientists

Economists

domain specific names,
titles, abbreviations and
terminology

mental health, black hole, deep
learning, climate change, dark matter,
human genome, health care, clinical
trial, Timberners Lee, solar system,
Larry Levitt, artificial intelligence,
life expectancy, polygenic risk, prime
number, wave function, Tom Watson,
citizen science, public health,
machine learning, natural selection,
general relativity, cognitive science,
open access, solar eclipse, dark
energy, tax bill, bryan johnson, open
science, peer review, big bang, trial
reporting, neural network, brain
injury, full moon, space station,
cancer immunotherapy

politeness markers

thank you, good luck, happy birthday,
huge congrats, (have a) great day
very kind, good point, good piece,
good news, interesting piece, great
piece, great work, excellent piece,
great conversation, good question,
standing ovation, great news, great
interview, interesting study, great
stuff, amazing work, big news, good

Ricchardi’s book, Bill Easterly,
behavioral finance, poverty action,
Ricchardi’s article, Marx’s capital,
trade war, tax cut, Ricchardi’s (TV)
appearance, secular stagnation, Ricardo
Hausman, Austan Goolsbee, adviser
behaviour, dany bahar, wage growth,
tax bill, tax reform, financial therapy,
(bad) client behaviour, corporate tax,
foreign aid, Kennedy school, global
poverty, trade policy, next recession,
Katy Milkman, monetary policy,
critical retirement, mental accounting,
trade deficit, political economy, fiscal
policy, financial literacy, game theory,
Leah Boustan, investing psychology,
economic policy, republican tax, basic
income, Gabriel Zucman, productivity
growth, trade deal, inflation target,
estate tax, wealth management,
economic history, job market, chief
economist, economic development, job
growth, comparative advantage,
economic crisis, income inequality,
middle income, economic theory, full
employment, machine learning,
poverty rate, behavioral investor, Judy
Chevalier, exchange rate, world
economy, national security, child
mortality, infrastructure investment,
Prof Karthik, expert economist,
political science, Ricchardi’s blog,
carbon tax, Billy blog, international
trade
-

emotive/evaluative terms

great piece, dangerous mix, timely
read, interesting thread, great news,
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thing, bad science, important study,
excellent review
new book, last night, next week, free
speech, bmj latest, book tour, new
paper, unreported trial, new study,
blog post, fake news, astro nerd,
national radio, ted talk, recent
conversation, direct link, nope nope,
radio show, new series, sexual
harassment, tomorrow night,
tomorrow morning, free will
audio player, next time, gun violence,
news story, brief explanation, public
lecture, hayfestival esp, live stream
next book, quirkology video, new
play, great audience, crescent moon,
show tonight,

other

book chapter, book review, positive
book, new book, introduction chapter,
advisory board, blog posting, book
talk, fake news, finance book, current
book, (current) book chapter, podcast
series, facebook page, brief history,
grad school, interview with, 3d
printing, discussion with, lecture series,
working paper, tv program, 21st
century

promote certain contents. They also engage in small politeness talk, as the instances of polite
key terms indicate (e.g. thank you, good luck etc). Also, the key terms highlight the different
ways of sharing information. While many of the key terms used by scientists point to a variety
of media and channels (e.g. new book, new paper, live stream, ted talk, quirkology video, show
tonight), economists make references almost exclusively to books. This suggests that reading
(possibly of specialised contents) is the key literacy skill that is required to process the contents
shared by economists. The examples below are illustrative of this pattern:
1. Victor Ricciardi's book chapter Financial Behavior: An Overview is from his new book
Downloadable PDF file
2. Also, if you want to know who should read a book on cost-benefit analysis, open any
program evaluation in an economics or poli sci journal, and compare the ridiculous
amount of time spent on causal identification to the sloppy, half assed cost benefit
discussion (if it exists)
3. Hold on, no hard questions! And pay attention to the chapter on the NFL draft. Must
talk about that given timing.
While there is nothing wrong with sharing contents from books, most of the contents that
economists distribute refer to specialised literature which might not be easily accessible to
people outside this group of experts.
Pronoun Usage
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Personal pronouns are the paramount linguistic devices of indexicality. Previous research
on the use of pronouns in public discourse has shown that they act as important tools of
signalling and maintaining individual or group membership (Fetzer and Bull, 2008; Cramer;
2010; Tyrkkö, 2016; Jaworska and Sogomonian, 2019). Greater use of personal pronouns,
especially first- and second-person pronouns, is considered indicative of an involved style,
whereas lesser use of these devices points to a nominal and impersonal style (Biber and Conrad
2009).
We therefore investigated the use of first- and second-person pronouns in both data sets to
see whether there are any differences in the use of this feature indicating a more personal style
of one group as compared to another.
Table 7: The use of first- and second person pronouns
Pronoun
1st person singular (I
me, my, mine)
2nd person (you, your,
yours)
1st person plural (we,
us7our, ours)

Scientists
Raw
Freq.

Scientists
Norm.
Freq.4

Economists
Raw
Freq.

Economists
Norm.
Freq.

Log
Likelihood5

BIC6

P

15,091

14.0

13,798

11.0

414.12

399.45

****

12,086

11.2

5,956

4.8

3145.52

3130.86

****

8,711

8.1

5,264

4.2

1454.55

1439.88

****

From the figures in Table 6, we can observe statistically significant differences in the use of
first and second-person pronouns across both group of experts. While scientists use more 1st
person singular pronouns, which indicates a more self-centred style than that of economists,
scientists also use a far greater proportion of second-person pronouns. Since second-person
pronouns address interlocutors directly, this points to greater adressivity and involvement in
scientists’ tweets. Also, scientists use far more first-person plural pronouns demonstrating
more of a group-centred style than economists. Pronouns such as we and our are often
employed in public discourse including Twitter communications whether there is a need or a
goal to construct and reinforce collectivity and shared understanding (Jaworska and
Sogomonian, 2019). The greater use of we, our and ours implies a much more inclusive style

4

Since the sizes of the two data sets were unequal in terms of the number of words, raw frequencies were
normalized per 1,000 words.
5
Log Likelihood metric relies on the normalization procedure based on total corpus size and hence it is well
suited to deal with large quantities of non-parametric data. It is a good measure for testing the significance of
differences between token counts of specific linguistic features across corpora (Dunning 1993).
6
BIC refers to Bayes Factor BIC and tests the effect sizes.
7
Instances in which ‘us’ meant ‘USA’ were removed.
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exhibited by the Scientists that is likely to image people outside that group. It could also create
the sense of togetherness and shared experience, and thus indicating a more involved stance.
The data from the above analysis implies that the communicative style of economists tends
to be more distant and less personal and inclusive. Their language on Twitter exhibits a number
of features that are representative of a more formal communicative style, while scientists
additionally employ some highly informal language in their tweets. Scientists use a notably
larger number of first-person plural pronouns such as we and our demonstrating a higher degree
of affiliations and togetherness.

4. Conclusions: lessons to be learnt
Economists are public intellectuals with a distinguished history of influence on both policy
makers and public opinion (Mata and Medema, 2013; Coyle, 2012), and the language they use
in the printed press has been at the centre of extensive historical analysis (Mata et al., 2016).
Social media are a new medium through which public influence is exercised and it is important
that the profession is aware of what makes their messages more effective in reaching the public,
especially at times when the fight for people’s attention is so clearly intensifying (Tim Wu,
2017), and the level of public understanding of what economists do is low (Bandiera, 2018).
In our Twitter study we compared economists to scientists, who are arguably ahead in the
art of communicating complex matters with the public, and made use of language, network and
sentiment analysis to show that despite similar tendencies to communicate with a wide range
of people by economists and scientists, economists tweet less, mention less and mention fewer
users, and communicate with lower sentiment. Our language analysis of differences in
communicative style finds that economists use a more formal and exclusive style of
communication than scientists. Differences in pronoun use demonstrate that highly-inclusive
pronouns such as we and our are used up to twice as often by scientists when compared to
economists indicating more engagement between the tweeting scientists and their audiences.
These results suggest economists need to focus their communication on talking more with
people (rather than at them), show they care about the issues at hand (and remember people do
too), and worry more about being understood by non-specialists when wishing to engage with
the public. One suggestion stemming from this comparison is that parallel to sharing contents
from specialised literature, they could engage the audiences in a more multimodal presentation
and explanation of economic facts and issues that could be more accessible to people outside
20

this group of experts. While our findings are limited to a data-sets including only the top 25
users with the largest following, and their latest 3420 tweets, they chime with the results of the
climate survey recently implemented by the American Economic Association. It would of
course be interesting to see if all the tweets per person, or a random sampling of users with
different numbers of followers would lead to similar conclusions. More insights could also be
learnt complementing this analysis with retweets and focusing on the dynamics of sharing
simultaneously with the dynamics of conversations by mentions with a larger data-set and more
history.
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